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Ranger guide bdo xbox

ID Title Class Type Level Views Reviews Date Comments Id Title Generation Type Class Rating Points Comments Date Class Comments id Loading data from server Image Credit: Andibtw on Discord Image Credit: Kewux on Discord This Archer BDO guide is a basic introduction to black Desert Online's long-range sniper class. Archer
was released on December 12, 2018 in Black Desert Online on the NA server. Archer Highlights: Massive Long Range Arsenal Wonderful Mobility: Easily Jump Out of Danger (PVE) Buff to Heal HP and MP Party and Self Requires a close Eye on Stamina PVP: Large-scale better than 1v1 PVP Hills Bug: some skills don't land if the crowd
is on a hill Abundance of Mighty Land Attacks PVE: Good in Aakman. No more wrestling in Hystria. Requires Knockdowns on hp high crowds, I've been having to attribute fun to experimenting with my jump leader and leaping master bowman. This long-range, heavy-hitting fighter wields a small crossbow and a large massive crossbow as
weapons. Its greatest strength is its long range. This is a big bonus for players who like this type of class snipe from afar. But don't expect a fancy foot archer to take a good punch! HAPPY Archer Creation!! This BDO archer guide is a simple overview to highlight strengths and weaknesses. After reading this guide, you should have a
better understanding of the Archer and if you want to know more. First impressions: My first impressions while playing the Archer were good. This is the most fun I've had in a long time. His movement is fluid and simply beautiful to watch as he jumps from pack to pack and shoots down distant crowds by multitudes! I love its gap closing
capabilities. He has oddities, but they are not serious enough for me to stop playing it. The hill bug is annoying, especially if you hunt in areas with steps or uneven ground. It requires you within range of the area to determine if there are hills in your battle rotations. ——— via Character Creation Stat Map ——— The Archer in BDO is
gender locked as a male only class. Below you will find a list of the rows visible during character creation. For player reviews of the Archer, please visit Archer Discord or the official BDO Archer forums. Archer Archer Third - Control: ★★★ - Defense: ★-Combo: ★★ - Escape: ★★ - Attack: ★★★ - Character Creation Key: Class Tier Stats
Explained: Control: It's a measure of the difficulty of controlling the Archer. The Archer was given 3/4 for the difficulty of controlling by the developers. Ranger received a 2/4 for the Defense: The defense measures the Archer's ability to take damage that hits them. This score is the Archer's lowest stat at 1/4. Expect higher damage when
you are hit. It is interesting to note that Ranger has 0/4 in defence. Combo: A combo is a combination of key presses in a defined order perform a series of powerful movements. With a rank of 2/4, the Archers have a combo score lower than Ranger 3/4. For the easiest class to play, look for classes with low combo ranks with low control
ranks. (Witch/Witch/Valkyrie/Berserker) Escape: Escape measures the class's ability to evade attack. Archer has 2/4 in Escape, so we should expect the Archer not to escape as well as the Ranger, who has max Evasion. Attack: The attack measures the amount of damage this class can inflict. Archer scores a 3/4 in attack, which is the
same as the Ranger. The Archer wields a crossbow for his main weapon and a large crossbow for his Awakening weapon. You will receive a Greatbow right away and will have access to a limited number of awakened skills. Unlike the Ranger, Archer's Awakened capabilities include many long-range skills. The Archer is the only class that
makes some awake skills available from low level. Similar to the awakened quest line of other classes, archers must run through a short series of quests to reach Ascension. Do not worry. It's not bad. The worst part is to run to Kamasylvia to complete it. The Archer Ascension quest line is available on level 56 of the Black Spirit. (It's under
the quest tab suggestions for Black Spirit, starting with the quest Archer Ascension - Lost Purpose) Completion of this quest chain allows archers to train with previously locked awakening skills. (Righteous Smite, Watcher, Piercing Light, Ravenous Talon, and Flow: Light's Trail). The ascended archers will also be able to train absolute
skills for their crossbow. Archer Skills The Archer has a great set of skills that makes him very mobile and powerful. I'll just list some of those that are considered basic skills to train. Most of the Archer skills below are the ones you will want to train as soon as possible. They have the most punch. I also threw in one of my favorite
defensive/gap closing skills. It has a nice set of other defensive skills/closure gap, and I'll add the others later as I have time. Super Armors include Piercing Cry (LMB after certain skills) and Glide (Shift - A/W/D). Zephyr Leap (Shift S) is just as beneficial with a front guard. These 3 motion skills will keep your archer moving while he waits
for fresh downs, but they eat endurance quickly. Arrow Explosion: (Maj -F or Shift after Zephyr Leap)Arrow Explosion must be my favorite archer skill. I feel like I'm throwing a grenade, and in a few milliseconds, almost everything It's a quick cast and instant satisfaction. Too bad it has a cooling of 11 to 17 seconds! It's a little hard to get
the hang of this skill at first because it does explode at a defined range. Throwing this while a crowd is close to you will throw the explosive arrow right after the crowd and not damage it. Archer Skill Highlight: Massive AOE Damage No up close damage Down Attack Note: At this Arrow Explosion does not work consistently on 40-degree
hills. Bolt of Radiance: (Maj - RMB) This Archer skill is another heavy hit AOE long-range attack and a must have! Archer Skill Highlight: Massive AOE Damage Knockback - 50% Crit Meteor Dive: (SPACE in certain situations or - SPACE for the back attack) This Archer skill is not a heavy hitter, but it works very well when you are
surrounded in the middle of a crowd pack. Not to mention, it's just fun to tumbling on everyone's head! Archer Skill Highlight: Distance of God Closer /Defensive Movement Good way to regen MP Super Armor over ariborn moves 100% Crit Rigidity on the success Endurance Hunger: 150 to 200 Radiant Explosion: (Shift - LMB) This Archer
skill does good damage and is versatile, allowing you to use it in both crossbow and Greatbow position. Hit almost everyone on the ground. Archer Skill Highlight: Watch out for what's behind you before using (e.g. a deep fall to death... LOL) Super Armor during the 100% Crit Bound skill on the hit Luthraghon's Call: (Shift -RMB, Hold RMB
to load) Luthraghon's Call is a heavy skill hitting Archer. You can load the skill to access a sniper shot giving more damage. Cancel the first animation to pull the bow back using Glide, etc. before it. Archer Skill Highlight: Charge long sniper can cancel some of the animation Good HP Recovery Forward Guard during the 100% Crit
Knockback charge on the hit It is useful for me to see videos and guides from other players on Archer BDO. Here are some of the treasures I've discovered so far. Do you know any more? BDOBloo:BDOBloo has been busy playing the Archer and has several videos in his Youtube channel, like the one below. Tomatsu: Here is one of the
many excellent tutorial videos from his Youtube channel General Mors:General Mors has published a detailed Archer guide on Google Docs. This guide is loaded with Archer tips and tricks, many of which have helped me. I harassed this poor general standing to let me post it here so that my evil plan would unfold! Until it gives way, here's
a look at some of the combos. And a direct link to the guide on Google Docs. It also has a Youtube channel, featuring various Archer cancels. The combos that were there have been removed, but I'll leave them below for the sake of the story. I hope he's working on some news to share. I'll share the two cancel videos below. General Mors
video showing the spear of Sylvia Cancel General Mors video showing the path of light Cancel General Mors Old Archer Combos (Retired from the Youtube channel General Mors. Hope aura de nouveaux combos vidéo bientôt!) Winged Strike &gt; Radiant Explosion &gt; Glissade (deux premiers coups seulement) &gt; Uproot (les deux
hits) &gt; Flow: Light’s Trail Winged Strike &gt; Radiant Explosion &gt; Ravenous Talon (deux premiers hits) &gt; Uproot (les deux hits) &gt; Flow: Light’s Trail Winged Strike &gt; Wrath of Wrath of of (or Bolt of Radiance) -- Ascending Spirit ( optional Vine Cutter) - Earth Shatter Beginner Archer: level 5 - It's a very easy combo that starts
and ends in the crossbow position. Beginner Archer: Level 25 Another easy combo. This one begins and ends with the Greatbow position. Skilled Archer: Level 40 - This Archer combo can't be attempted up to later levels because it requires the slyvia skill spear. It starts with the crossbow position and moves smoothly in the Greatbow
position. Master Archer: Level 30 - This Archer combo is a delicate one that starts and ends with the crossbow position. Good luck!. Veteran Archer: Level 25 - This monster Archer combo doesn't even fit on the page and is best left to the nimble fingering to try. Laughing out loud! I don't know if I'm going to master this one anytime soon. �
� Archer: The Archer, one of the sentinels of the sacred Kamasylve tree, uses his crossbow for his elegant remote attack and skill combos. Unlike other classes, the Archer class will begin with access to both the main weapon (Crossbow) and the Awakening Weapon (Greatbow). The Archer uses his crossbow for his elegant distance
attack and skill combos. In addition, the Archer has an assortment of magical skills at his disposal that help him in battle by upsetting the balance of opponents, and wreaking havoc by unleashing a burst of arrows with his crossbow from afar. He is never restless or disoriented, even in the midst of battle. The Archer can easily escape
without sweating, even when he is outnumbered by countless enemies. The following images of Archer Lore and Archer were taken from the official website year 235 of the Elionian calendar The sacred Kamasylve tree was burning in flames due to the greed of a Vedir. This disaster led the sisters to turn their backs. After a fierce struggle,
the most extreme faction, the Ahib, placed a powerful sealing spell at the root of the tree the night they decided to leave Grona. This is how Kamasylvia lost contact with the Roots Observers. The Ahib left once they sealed the path to the fortress for the roots of Kamasylve. At the other end of the road lived the unspeakable brothers of
Kamasylvia, the sons of the Goddess. They were masters of the bow and built the fortress to protect Kamasylve's roots from the dark spirits that would invade through the path. This was the purpose given to them by their goddess. The sons of the goddess called themselves the uthraghon and the fortress was called dùr. The voice of the
Goddess who resonated through the roots was what gave comfort to the Luthraghon and also the source of their strength. Then a no one heard his voice. They also lost contact with their sisters a short time later. All this happened after the day Kamasylve burned in flames, but the Luthraghon had no way of knowing. When this has
occurred, a who had protected Adùir from the beginning intensified and reassured the Luthraghon. He told them that something had to happen to their sisters, but that they had to rely even more on their sisters during periods like these and continue to protect the fortress. A lot of time had passed, then an early dawn, a horde of dark spirits
that covered the entire horizon in black came rushing towards the fortress. The Luthraghon began to fall because they were unable to defend themselves against overwhelming power and numbers. But then something disconcerting happened. As the endless waves of attacks erupted, a fault stretched from the centre of Adùir to the roots
in the sky. A different light entered through the cracks in the fault. Dark spirits began to approach the fault as if they were hypnotized by light and broken when they came into contact. A young Luthraghon witnessed it as the scene in front of him was filled with the blood of his fallen comrades. He thought that 'espoi' was on the other side of
the rift. He crossed the battlefield which was soaked in black and red and headed for the fault. Then the elder got up on his way and exclaimed to him with a voice of a whistling snake. You're a fool! How dare you look back when our Mother's will is in front of you and covered in blood! Immediately return to your comrades and defend the
front lines! At that moment, the young Luthraghon was torn by a dilemma. I am the arrow that breaks the darkness, the eyes that greet the dawn, and the trumpet that announces the sunrise. I am the Root Observer who promised his life and honour to the walls of Adùir and to the protector of this kingdom. I have never doubted it once
since I was born, and I have lived like this with my classmates all my life. However, what am I trying to do now? My comrades are bleeding and falling right in front of my eyes right now. Then suddenly the light burst from the fault and entered the young Luthraghon. It was the last of the Goddess's remaining energy. As soon as he was
enveloped by warm energy in the midst of the chaotic battle, he knew instinctively that he was no longer bound by logic or old obligations. This is what he said to the elder in disbelief as he reached for the fault. Get away from the elder. Our Mother's will is beyond this fault. Good morning, adventurers! Archer arrived last week and wields
both the crossbow and Greatbow using elegant skills. This allows it to be versatile on the battlefield. Here we will continue from the previous story where the young Luthragon followed the will of the Mother and reached The flaw. Even the elder was not able to stop him. Let's see what happens to him and the strongest skills he acquires
through the Ascension Quests. It was a night when a white moon lit the Sky. A young Luthraghon stood in front of the goddess's sacred tree, Kamasylve. The Luthraghon stood under the moonlight, looking as he did if he did not know what to do. He stood there, feeling the wind against his face. Looking at the floating leaves of Kamasylve,
he wondered without saying anything whether the answer he was looking for, the answer to his fate, was written on one of the leaves. Then his mind ran with too many thoughts. The thoughts made the young Luthraghon very confused, and the feeling of confusion seemed almost stifling. He thought about how he was born to protect the
roots of Kamasylve. The Luthraghon came to this kingdom in search of his greatest purpose in life, but everything he had seen so far seemed too foreign. When he remembered that those who tried to keep him and his brothers locked up in the other kingdom were his own sisters, he trembled with rage for the first time in his life. He was
still lost in his thoughts when he heard a rustle and felt the presence of someone else. The character disappeared leaving behind black smoke, but he knew exactly who it was. It was one of her Vedir sisters, the one who tried to prevent the Luthraghons from leaving Adùir. The Luthraghon rushed through the forest, chasing the trail of
black smoke. Taking a deep breath, he drew his Greatbow. The arrow was released with a thunderous roar, and as it tore through the wind, it created a gust on its way. Luthraghon was convinced that its arrow struck the Vedir and began to look for its body. However, the only thing he could find was his arrow. There was no trace of the
Vedir to be found. As he pulled his arrow out of the tree, he heard a voice: Did you think you could hit me with that slow arrow? You should have stayed in Adùir, protected your root... You have no place here, Observer. The Luthraghon quickly turned to the voice, only to see a mighty bewitched Kriegsmesser embedded in the ground.
Then a dark energy erupted from the ground toppling the Luthraghon, leaving him with excruciating pain. He felt as if his body was shredded into pieces, but even in such pain, he used everything left in him to stab the Vedir with the arrow in his hands... Following the explosion, the Luthraghon looked around him as the dust settled around
him, but the Vedir had long since left. He lamented: I doubt that I will be able to accomplish the goal you have bestowed upon me. Feeling bitter and resentful, he reached his fallen arrow, which was now broken. His body felt numb from all his blood loss. It was then that a bright light entered his body, and he felt a warmth around his body.
Then he saw a white Sylvian wolf appearing between the trees. The Wolf Sylvian walked closely and walked the Luthraghon. It was the first time he saw a wolf, but the wolf felt familiar to him somehow. The Luthraghon soon realized why the wolf felt familiar. He could feel his Greatbow resonating as the wolf got closer and closer. As he
reached out to the wolf, he let out a long howl and dispersed in the light, becoming one with the Luthraghon. Then he heard a voice. 'Is my answer to you. Your fate is in your hands. Walk on the path you believe in, and that's how you'll do your goal. Grabbing his Greatbow, he began to walk deliberately, without any hesitation left in him. 'Is
the path I choose to take, so it's my destiny. Archer Skill Ascension Archer can use the main weapon and the awakening weapon from the beginning, unlike any other class. However, he could not learn all the skills. The rise of skills will make his Greatbow skills even more powerful and allow him to learn additional skills. This is the
moment when Archer becomes a real Luthraghon. Righteous Smite Shoots an arrow imbued with the power of light. It moves slowly, but has enough power to decimate anything once it explodes on impact. Watcher strengthens the Greatbow with the energy of light for 30 seconds. The piercing light with a regular purpose, collects the
energy of light to deliver a powerful arrow strong enough to divide the light itself. Ravenous Talon strikes with the Greatbow before stabbing the enemy. Flow: Light's Trail Carefully targets after certain skills to deliver a finishing shot. Archer (Official) The following screenshots and archer images were taken from the official website all patch
notes are copied from the BDO news page. Patch Notes - May 15, 2019 The Black Spirit: Luthraghon's Call I, II, and IV skills will not cast when each skills is locked. Patch Notes - May 8, 2019 The collapse effect of the black mind: full flowering and full flowering will now only apply to PvE. Additional visual effects to make skills more
dynamic have been added to the following absolute skills. Absolute: Meteor Dive Absolute: Arrow Explosion Absolute: Bolt of Radiance: Absolute Storm of Absolute Storm: Earth Shatter Some effects of the deadly explosion have been altered. Fixed the problem where the skill Black Spirit: Ultimate: Zephyr Leap would be activated even
during the time of reloading the skill while it was in main weapon mode. Fixed the issue where the black Spirit: Ultimate: Zephyr Leap skill would be activated even when the skill was locked while it was in main weapon mode. of the issue where the sound of the skill Down the current descent would play when using the Evasive Shot skill
immediately after launching the Flow: Crossing Wind and Down the Current skill. The speed of the arrows fired during the following skills has been increased. The time after which you can exchange gears after using these skills has also been changed. Downing Current I, II, II, IV and V, as well as Ultimate: Downdraft. Makes the blow
effects for the Tearing Arrow skill the same when used during the climb and not mounted. The graphic effects of the Dagger of Protection skill must no longer track your character's movements. Fixed the issue where the back side of the head would move when customizing the eyes. Fixed the question where the character's movement
seems clumsy when he is stationary after using the Evasive Explosion Shot III and Absolute: Evasive Explosion Shot 2 consecutive times. Improved Tearing Arrow's striking effect to be more dynamic. Rabam skills have been added. The first Rabam skill can be acquired at Lv. 56, and the second Rabam skill can be acquired at Lv. 57.
You need to acquire previous skills in order to acquire Rabam skills. Lv. 56 Rabam Skills The arrow effect for the Just Smite skill has been changed. The MP/SP/WP reduction effect for the successful landing of righteous fire strokes has been modified to a speed-reduction effect (movement speed reduced by 10% for 5 seconds). Fixed the



issue where the Righteous Fire effect would not be applied when using the winged strike while equipped with a crossbow after learning the Righteous Fire skill. The EP Recovery effect when using the skills below will now be applied to additional hits added after learning Righteous Fire. Winged Strike, Flow: Light Track After landing 1 hit
by Winged Strike, you can now switch to the Greatbow or Crossbow by pressing Q or C. However, the Greatbow position will continue for the use of the winged upside-down strike. After dealing the first shot with Winged Strike while using a crossbow, you can now process the 2nd strike attack in the desired direction by maintaining the
LMB. The lens has been improved for winged strike, light's path and tactical strike. The Winged Strike skill will now be connected more naturally when used as a combo after the third move for Glissade. Fixed the problem where the amount of damage for the first shot for the Slide skill would sometimes not be applied when used from
sloping areas. The combo for using Meteor Dive and Glide after using the Absolute: Earth Shatter skill has been improved to connect more easily. You can now quickly combine skills after using Meteor Dive, Zephyr Leap and Ultimate: Zephyr Leap. The character will now return faster when using the Ultimate: Zephyr Leap skill while using
the Awakening weapon. All Using the main weapon, the character can now use other skills faster than combos after using the Zephyr Leap and Ultimate: Zephyr Leap skills. Skill combos for the skills below will connect more easily. Radiant Explosion - Full Bloom Glide - Spear of Sylvia The height for the following skills has been adjusted
so that fall movements will be displayed after the use of these skills. Zephyr Leap Ultimate: Zephyr Leap Slide Slide Call now goes combo more naturally when used after Full Bloom. Fixed the problem in case the Avant Garde effect would not be applied when connecting the Luthraghon's call skill as a combo after using certain skills. The
Forward Guard effect only applies to Luthraghon's call when the load gauge is displayed. The recoil effect (PvE) for the Full Bloom skill has been removed. Instead, the arrow shots will now deal with a knockdown effect to the monsters, too, on good shot. You can now combine Glissade with Luthraghon's Call after the first touch of
Glissade. You can now combine the Slide skill after using Glide. Slide can now be used when using a crossbow. You can now combo other skills faster after the third touch Slide. The flow speed of the Flow: Light's Trail address when used when it is not charging has been increased. The speed of the first move for the Path of Light skill
has been increased. Damage to the ability of the flow track: light during charging time has been decreased. An order has been added for the Flow: Light's Trail skill. LMB after the 2nd stroke of Slide, LMB/RMB/F after using Luthraghon's call. A DP reduction effect has been added for landing successful hits for the Absolute: Flying Kick
skill. Adjusting the amount of resources needed to use the following skills: The speed of movements prior to the Piercing Light skill has been increased. The damage-reducing effect for the Piercing Light skill has been modified as follows: (Before) During the PvP, if more than 2 targets are hit, the damage inflicted will decrease by 5% per
touchdown. When you attack more than 8 targets, only 70% of the damage will be dealt. (After) During the PvP, if more than 2 targets are hit, the damage dealt will decrease by 10% per touchdown. When you attack more than 8 targets, only 50% of the damage will be dealt. Damage has been increased for piercing light as follows: Spear
of Sylvia's stun effect has been replaced with a bonding effect. The All DP -10 for 2 sec effect on the use of skills for Sylvia's Lance has been removed. Spear of Sylvia's critical strike rate based on levels has been modified as follows: When the escape is locked, you will not be able to use the skill while in a state of awakening. The
character will now go ahead while using the Gaping Darkness skill when used with the RMB controls. Fixed the problem where the skill sound effect would not play when using the skill Darkness while moving forward. When the escape is locked, forward/backward rolling movements will no longer occur when they are in a state of
awakening. Fixed the problem when the movement would not be normal when using the automatic execution key when moving. Fixed the problem in case the character moves abnormally when you press RMB - some directional key while it is in a sleep position. Awakening skills will now activate properly after getting off a horse while he
is running. Short. a typo in the bubble info for the Winged Strike skill. Sylvia Spear's skill hitcory has been corrected. Fixed the typo in the bubble info for the Zephyr Leap skill. Fixed the issue where the neck area would look awkward when equipping the Hippocampus diving hat. Fixed the question where there would be a mark on the left
side of the face when selecting the 2nd hairstyle. Fixed the graphic question where the Luanwulf outfit seems broken. Fixed the problem where the face would be visible on the outside of the helmet when equipping the Luanwulf helmet after selecting the 2nd and 3rd face in the character's customization screen. Fixed the issue where the
weapon would not be visible when equipped with the Snowflake suit. Fixed the issue where the Archer's right arm would not be visible when equipping Akum gloves with a fishing rod. Fixed graphic clumsiness on the arm area when installing Karlstein in combat mode. Fixed the problem where the content of 'Combat EXP Available' would
not be visible when it comes to having marked an Archer of Lv. 60 or higher. Patch Notes - January 16, 2019 Fixed the issue where archer's Inquirer glasses would appear graphically broken. Fixed the problem where the Archer (with the Awakening weapon) would move abnormally when he repeatedly presses the W button as he moves
automatically. Fixed the issue where the Archer (with the main weapon) would show a sprint motion by pressing the W button after pressing the T. Correction of the problem where the Archer (with the main weapon) would move to a main weapon combat status after stopping by pressing the W button after pressing the T. Correction button
of the problem where the Archer class could not equip the Life Skills sewing coupon of the equipment. Correction of graphic clumsiness on the right side of the pants while wearing farmer's clothes. Fixed the graphic glitch in the arm part when wearing the trainer's clothes. Patch Notes - January 23, 2019 Fixed the problem of nearby party
members, guild members and platoon members having their treatment cancelled when the Archer uses Breath of the Spirit with Exhale on them while they are on a mount. You can now get Archer outfits when opening the karlstein Classic Box [Event] article (15 Days). Patch Notes - On January 30, 2019, Luthraghon's Call will now
activate more quickly when used after using Tactical Strike and Flow: Light's Trail. Fixed the problem when the damage does not targets when using the following skills from a sloping area. Radiance Storm of Light Flow: Light's Trail Righteous Smite Slide Reduces PvP damage for melee attack for Full Bloom and Black Spirit: Full Bloom.
Gaping Darkness can now be used via the fast slot. The Front Guard will now apply at the beginning of Luthraghon's call and will only last until the end of the charge movement. The Front Guard will not apply after the loading movement has ended. Meteor Dive's casting speed will increase as its skill level increases. Forward Guard now
applies in Greatbow mode when you back off. Fixed the question where Ravenous Talon would not apply when Stamina was less than 250. Arrow Explosion controls after using Zephyr Leap/Ultimate: Zephyr Leap have been changed from Shift to Shift-F. Watcher now activates even when entering the Q key. Earth Shatter's casting speed
will increase as its skill level increases. Wrath of Nature and Bolt of Radiance can now be cancelled using Glide and Meteor Dive. The animation leading to the shooting arrow during Bolt of Radiance has been accelerated. Ravenous Talon will restore 30 HP with each success. Fixed the problem when a load movement was made after
performing Watcher, Glide (left or right), then Luthraghon's Call. Patch Notes - February 8, 2019 Fixed the issue where only the 5th shot would be activated for Light Storm IV (Absolute) when the Storm of Light skill was locked. Patch Notes - February 20, 2019 The speed of projectile fire from the activation of the Righteous Smite skill has
doubled and the range of attack has decreased by 17M. After using the skill, the speed to connect Righteous Smite in a combo of another skill decreased. When you use the Righteous Smite skill, the speed of your camera's view during filming will now be faster. The recharging time of Call III of Luthraghon, IV has been reduced by 1 sec.
Transition to the Luthraghon's call skill after the second left/right shot for Winged Strike, then a rear shot while in Greatbow mode has been improved to flow more naturally. Luthraghon's call will flow more naturally after the third stroke of Slide. Luthraghon's call will flow more naturally after using the Full Bloom skill. You can now activate
Meteor Dive when you move backwards by pressing the space bar in the air when using Zephyr Leap. Slide combo speed has been improved. The flow speed of Flow: Light's Trail will not slow down when used during recharging time. When using Ravenous Talon, the damage caused by the extra blow will now be applied correctly.
Correction Notes - March 6, 2019 Improved graphics such as impact effect, blood spatter direction and attack directions when hitting targets with the following skills. The ascending spirit ensnare radiant explosion uprooting the flow of piercing light: path of light just smite low Ravenous House House
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